6330600 COMMUNICATION CABLE
COMMENTS FROM INTERNAL/INDUSTRY REVIEW
Ananth Prasad
(850) 942-1405
aprasad@ftba.com
Comments: (6-7-21, Internal)
The wording, in portion, states:
The quantity to be paid for the fiber optic locator will be the number, per day, for the full
duration of the Contract. Payment for the fiber optic locator will be withheld for each day that
any portion of the Department’s fiber optic facilities are not marked.
I think this should be slightly reworded so that the payment withheld based on failure of the
contract to fulfill contract requirements, unless arrangements had been made prior to the
installation of the fiber or cable.
Response: The sentence “Payment for the fiber optic locator will be withheld for each day that
any portion of the Department’s fiber optic facilities are not marked.” is being deleted.
******************************************************************************
Stefanie Maxwell
(850) 414-4140
Stefanie.Maxwell@dot.state.fl.us
Comments: (6-7-21, Internal)
The spec and the bulletin do not match. See attached red-lined edits.
Article 633-5 may need modified to include the “FDOT” in front of the fiber optic locator, since
there is other fiber optic cable on the project. Contact Daniel for questions.

Response: The method of measurement has been further refined to clearly define that the number
of days from start of contract to final acceptance. The “contract time in days” could have been
interpreted as being the days explicitly stated in the contract, not necessarily including extensions
such weather delays. See comment below. We are not adding “FDOT” in front of fiber optic
locator. It may be misinterpreted. The bulletin will be consistent with the spec language.
Removed the sentence about withholding payment.
******************************************************************************
Ashley Anderson
(850) 414-4184
Ashley.Anderson@dot.state.fl.us
Comments: (7-1-21, Industry)
To be specific on payment, consider changing to "the number of calendar days from contract
time start to final acceptance for fiber optic cable locator."
Response: Agree. Change made.
******************************************************************************

